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Abstract: Eighteenth-century constitutional commitments guaranteeing rights-to-remedies were shaped when members of the propertied classes were the prototypical litigants and governments' criminal justice systems were nascent. Twentieth-century egalitarian norms expanded the imagination of what justice could produce, and courts turned into sites of democracy. The particular and peculiar practices of adjudication produce, redistribute, and curb power among disputants who disagree in public about the import of legal rights. But new procedures – alternative dispute resolution (ADR) – encourage, and sometimes require, disputants to mediate or to arbitrate disputes privately as a predicate to or in lieu of using the public forum of courts. Some initiatives delegate adjudication to administrative tribunals, and others outsource binding decision-making to private providers. The resulting fragmentation and privatization of adjudication have profound implications for the newly minted democratic character of courts. The durability of courts as active and disciplined sites of public exchange ought not to be taken for granted. Like other venerable institutions of the eighteenth century – such as the postal service and the press, which served in parallel fashion to disseminate information and support democratic competency – courts are vulnerable.

The idea that courts are a modern invention may seem counterintuitive. References to judges and to adjudication abound in classical and biblical sources, and the contemporary landscape is replete with courthouses, often marked by statues of the Renaissance Virtue Justice to differentiate their function from that of other government buildings. Courts seem so obviously central that the novelty of their contemporary incarnation, their social welfare implications, and the fragility of the aspirations that they have come to represent can easily be lost.

Adjudication in democratic polities is remarkably different than the traditions from which it emerged. In ancient times, judges were loyal servants of the state; audience members were passive spectators watching rituals of power; and only certain persons were eligible to participate as disputants, witnesses, and decision-makers. In contrast, today’s judges are independent actors in complex and critical relation-
ships with the government and the public, and women and men of all colors are eligible to fill all the seats in the courtroom, including on the bench. Social and political movements of the last three centuries brought about these changes, transforming adjudication into a democratic practice to which all persons have access.

The choice of the adjective democratic requires explanation. In discussions of courts, the term democracy is often used to reference the jury, which enables citizens to serve as judges, or to argue that judicial review of legislation is undemocratic because it can override majoritarian political processes. My focus is neither on juries nor on voting. Rather, my argument is that courts have themselves become sites of democracy because the particular and peculiar practices of adjudication produce, redistribute, and curb power among disputants who disagree in public about the import of legal rights.

The quotidian activities of ordinary litigation oblige disputants to treat each other as equals and to provide one another with information. After listening to public exchanges (structured to enable parity between disputants) and upon evaluating the interactions of fact and norm, juries render verdicts or judges provide justifications for their decisions. The mandate of courts to operate in public endows their audience with the capacity to and the authority of critique. The redundancy produced when different litigants raise or defend similar claims can prompt debate about the underlying legal rules. Thus, the processes of adjudication develop and revise governing norms through popular participation in egalitarian practices that constrain public and private power.

As with other democratic exchanges, the outcomes in courts are highly variable. Litigation has contributed to the recognition of new rights, such as prohibitions on household (“domestic”) violence and affirmation of same-sex marriages. But court decisions are also used to argue for cutbacks. Damages verdicts by juries, perceived to be unduly high, have prompted some legislatures to enact monetary caps on civil remedies, and vivid trials for terrible crimes have helped to produce more retributive sentencing laws, imposing long prison terms on convicted defendants.

In addition to serving the political functions of redistributing power and contributing to debates about norm development, courts ought to be categorized as the constitutionally mandated services that they are. Discussions of the federal constitution typically focus on its instructions protecting the citizenry from government (such as prohibitions on “abridging the freedom of speech” and on “unreasonable searches and seizures”) rather than on textual commitments obliging the government to ensure security and safety. The general view is that “negative” rather than “positive” liberties abound.

Yet the structures of government – courts included – are themselves a species of positive rights, imposing affirmative obligations that governments provide services. Dozens of state and federal provisions (both constitutional and statutory) require governments to create courts and specify methods for selecting judges, the number required for decisions, their tenure in office (and other mechanisms for protecting judicial independence), and the parameters of jurisdiction. In addition, constitutions provide details about the procedural rights of criminal defendants and civil litigants, and build in roles for jurors, witnesses, the public, and, more recently, victims. Courts are thus a constitutionally obliged, substantive entitlement – a regulated government service that is, at a formal level, universal in its availability.

Below, I sketch the rise of adjudication in the United States and the implications of
egalitarian access for the law and practices of courts. I then turn to the contemporary challenges facing courts. As legislatures expanded the ranks of rights holders and the reach of criminal law, the numbers of persons in courts swelled. Governments responded by creating more judgeships, more courthouses, and more prisons. Further, the egalitarian social movements of the twentieth century not only produced universal rights to courts but also generated new rights in courts. In response to the large numbers of indigent litigants, drawn in either as criminal defendants or seeking to file civil cases, judges interpreted constitutions as requiring additional, targeted services, such as waiving filing fees or providing free lawyers for certain subsets of disputants.

In addition to expanding the capacities of courts and their users, other reforms aim to alter how courts do their work. Judges have, in recent years, adopted a managerial stance, pressing lawyers and litigants to focus on settlement in both civil and criminal cases. Courts and legislatures have also crafted new procedures – alternative dispute resolution (ADR) – to encourage, and sometimes require, that disputants mediate or arbitrate disputes as a predicate to or in lieu of using the public forum of courts. Some of these initiatives entail delegation of adjudication to administrative tribunals, and others outsource binding decision-making to private providers.

The resulting fragmentation and privatization of adjudication have profound implications for the newly minted democratic character of courts, which is now at risk. Courts are monumental in ambition and often in physical girth. But their durability as active and disciplined sites of public exchange, accessible to ordinary litigants, ought not be taken for granted. Like other venerable institutions of the eighteenth century – such as the postal service and the press, which served in parallel fashion to disseminate information and support democratic competency – courts are vulnerable.

Thus, this discussion of courts reflects the context in which they operate. Courts’ current obligations to provide services and subsidies are examples of the success of a range of egalitarian regulatory policies, just as the cutbacks are part of a broader deregulation agenda that prefers private ordering to public oversight. If courts are to endure as democratic sites of norm contestation, the public and private sectors will have to renew political commitments to the facets of adjudication that render it an egalitarian opportunity for redistributing and constraining power.

That every Freeman for every Injury done him in his Goods, Lands or Person, by any other Person, ought to have Remedy by the Course of the Law of the Land, and ought to have Justice and Right for the Injury done to him freely without Sale, fully without any Denial, and speedily without Delay, according to the Law of the Land.

– The 1776 Delaware Declaration of Rights

All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done him in his lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, and right and justice administered, without sale, denial, or delay.

– Alabama Constitution of 1819, art. I, sec. 14

English practices – including the echoes of the Magna Carta heard in the excerpts above from state constitutions – provide the backdrop for the American development of rights-to-remedies and open courts.

The 1676 Charter of the English Colony of West New Jersey required that “in all publick courts of justice for trials of causes, civil or criminal, any person or persons . . .
may freely come and attend.”

Jury trials were the procedural structure that undergirded openness, as local citizens sat in judgment of their neighbors. One of the major political theorists of obligatory public processes was Jeremy Bentham; he argued that a host of institutions ought to operate under the principle of “publicity,” so that the “Tribunal of Public Opinion” could assess the results. Through publicity (“the very soul of justice”), judges, while presiding at trial, would themselves be “on trial.”

The idea of public oversight of judges—coupled with legal protections for judicial independence—was a departure from Renaissance conceptions of judges, who were beholden to the monarchs who appointed them. The public’s new authority to judge judges (and, inferentially, the government) helped to turn “rites” into “rights.” The more that spectators were active participants (“auditors,” to borrow again from Bentham), the more courts could serve as a venue for the dissemination of information.

Twentieth-century theorists of the “public sphere” focus on civic institutions that facilitate the exchange of views about governance. Their definitions ought to expand to embrace courts, which, while government-supplied, are venues in which private and public disputants set forth arguments in spaces open to the public, thereby providing opportunities for the formation of popular opinions about law’s impact.

As the constitutional excerpts quoted above illustrate, new states in North America constitutionalized “publicity” with mandates such as “all courts shall be open,” often linked to guarantees of rights-to-remedies for harms to property and person. Yet a reminder is in order, forecast by the excerpt from Alabama’s 1819 Constitution: courts were not then venues in which all persons were equal. Indeed, courts were institutions centered on the protection of property and status-conventional relationships, as was made painfully clear by the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1857 Dred Scott decision, which held that Harriet and Dred Scott could not seek redress in courts because they lacked legal personhood and juridical capacity.

The idea that courts are both sources of the recognition that all persons are equal rights holders and resources for the array of humanity is an artifact of the first and second Reconstructions. Not until well into the twentieth century did U.S. law and practice fully embrace the propositions that race, gender, and class ought not preclude access to courts. Only in recent decades have women and men of all colors been able to serve as jurors and judges, and all participants come to be understood as entitled to equal dignity and respect.

While my focus is on the United States, these premises have a transnational sweep, as illustrated by the 1966 United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, declaring that “everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law.”

Not only did all persons gain entitlements to courts, but the import of phrases such as rights-to-remedies for “every injury to person, property, or character” changed. Forms of harm gained new recognition as legally cognizable injuries: examples include rights to be free from discrimination; rights for consumers, employees, and members of households; protection for the environment, for criminal defendants, and (if “every person” is to retain its robust meaning) for detainees at Guantánamo Bay.

It was the interaction between the constitutional obligations of earlier eras and developing commitments to equality that turned courts into universal entitlements and, on occasion, pressed them to be de-
liberately redistributive as well. Once the government obliged itself to show “equal concern for the fate of every person over which it claims dominion” (to borrow Ronald Dworkin’s description of equality’s entailments), courts had new tasks. The promises of access and remedies become illusory when courts charge entry fees that systematically exclude sets of claimants, and when the resources of disputants are profoundly asymmetrical.

But what forms of access ought to be subsidized, which asymmetries should be addressed, and what costs imposed on users? These questions about a lack of resources – both individual and institutional – to pursue and to entertain claims are not new. In 1793, Jeremy Bentham inveighed against court fees, which he described as a “tax upon distress.” Bentham’s proposed solutions included an “Equal Justice Fund” supported by “the fines imposed on wrong-doers,” by government, and by charities. Bentham suggested subsidies not only for the “costs of legal assistance but also the costs of transporting witnesses” and the production of evidence. Moreover, to lower expenses, Bentham suggested that a judge be available “every hour on every day of the year,” and that courts be put on a “budget” to produce one-day trials and immediate decisions.

In the United States, the challenges of impoverished litigants came to the fore as the ranks of rights-holders swelled during the twentieth century. Legislatures, creating new civil causes of action and criminal sanctions, were major sources of the upsurge. Both state and federal legislatures enacted various measures to deal with the volume, such as channeling certain claimants to small-claims courts, to workers’ compensation regimes, and to administrative agencies, so as to provide simplified processes and charge low or no filing fees. Other legislative initiatives included the creation in 1974 of the federally funded Legal Services Corporation, which offered free lawyers to low-income civil litigants, and the enactment in 1976 of the Civil Rights Attorney’s Fees Awards Act, which required losing defendants in certain cases to pay winning plaintiffs’ lawyers’ fees.

In addition to these statutory responses, courts identified constitutional obligations for subsidies. Indigent litigants invoked the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, the First Amendment’s protection of the right to petition government for redress, and the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses, as they argued that the U.S. Constitution mandated that the government equip them to function in court. In a series of decisions, the U.S. Supreme Court responded by requiring fee waivers, subsidized lawyers, or forensic experts for specified populations – identified by a mix of means-testing, the subject matter in dispute, the stakes, and resource asymmetries between parties.

For example, states must provide free lawyers to poor criminal defendants facing incarceration. Courts have also required that states waive fees for filing or transcripts on appeal if indigent litigants are at risk of losing their status as parents. In addition, courts shaped procedures such as class actions to ease litigants’ expenses by authorizing aggregation of claims, thereby creating economies of scale for lawyers to pursue remedies on behalf of large numbers of people in one case.

The interest in easing access does not stem from concerns about equal treatment alone. Polities – ancient and modern, autocratic and democratic – rely on courts to maintain peace and security and to sustain commercial stability. Because enforcement of court orders rests largely on voluntary compliance, courts need the public to accept the rulings as legitimate. The coherence of adjudication comes under strain when litigants are patently unable to participate.
The law recognizes this dependency in various ways. For example, criminal prosecutions cannot proceed unless defendants are able to understand the charges levied against them and assist in their own defense. Similarly, governments want civil litigants to be able to use their courts. As Justice John Marshall Harlan explained in 1971 when ruling that the Constitution required that a state waive filing fees for poor persons seeking divorce:

Perhaps no characteristic of an organized and cohesive society is more fundamental than its erection and enforcement of a system of rules defining the various rights and duties of its members, enabling them to govern their affairs and definitely settle their differences in an orderly, predictable manner.

The constitutional law mandating free lawyers and fee waivers has been hailed by some commentators as central to the functioning of courts in egalitarian constitutional democracies and criticized by others as an illicit judicial extrapolation of substantive due process rights. Yet the parameters of such rights are narrow, as exemplified by the 2011 decision, Turner v. Rogers. The Supreme Court concluded that, while fair procedures were required, the Due Process Clause did not oblige a state to provide a lawyer to an indigent father facing twelve months of detention for civil contempt for the failure to pay child support to his child’s mother. (The Court did not decide whether, had the civil contemnor’s opponent been the state rather than a private party, government-funded counsel would have been required.)

As Turner illustrates, constitutional and statutory interventions fall far short of the needs of the many poor people who are in court. California has tallied 4.3 million people in civil cases without the assistance of lawyers. New York has counted 2.3 million civil litigants without lawyers, including almost all tenants in eviction cases and debtors in consumer credit cases, and 95 percent of parents in child support matters. The high volume of criminal dockets is reflected in other numbers. More than two million people are currently incarcerated in the United States, and another five million are under other forms of government supervision. The upsurge in criminal prosecutions in the last decades has imposed substantial burdens on states, many of which are unable to fund adequate legal services for defendants. In light of their own financial challenges, states have imposed new fees, fines, and special assessments, which raise the specter of a resurgence of “debtors’ prisons” populated by individuals held in contempt for failure to comply with payment orders.

Yet a chronicle of these many needs ought not to eclipse how much money has been invested in courts – reflecting the depth of commitments to the ideal of a “day in court.” Even if underfunded, judiciaries have been remarkably successful in attracting impressive amounts of public funds and private investments. Quantification is difficult because courts have various streams of income and a diversity of services falls under their purview. Some states have central budgeting, others rely on county-level funds, and not all provide detailed reports on sums received in fines and fees. Further, the budgets of some judiciaries also include allocations for public defenders, probation officers, security officers, and other services.

Private sector investments are yet harder to tally. Litigants spend money to investigate facts, to do research, and to argue the law. Institutional litigants also invest in courts by bringing a series of cases or filing *amicus* briefs to shape specific doctrines and by supporting or trying to block individuals for judgeships (whether obtained through appointments or elections). The amounts spent on and by auxiliary industries – in-
cluding lawyers, administrators, notaries, forensic experts, probation, and information services–are also difficult to estimate.

With such caveats, the federal court system offers one way to see the scope and range of government support for the judiciary over the course of the last centuries. In the middle of the nineteenth century, fewer than forty federal trial judges sat in courtrooms around the entire United States. Then, no buildings owned by the federal government bore the name “court-house” on the front door. Rather, federal courtrooms were tucked inside federal buildings called “custom houses,” or in spaces borrowed from states or private entities.

Beginning after the Civil War, the federal government authorized an ambitious building program to use new construction as a means of establishing a federal presence around the country. Congress funded new facilities that often combined post offices and courthouses. By 2010, more than 550 federal courthouses (so named) had been built to provide chambers for 650 lifetime-tenured trial judgeships and some 160 appellate judgeships, as well as for 700 statutorily created magistrate and bankruptcy judges and thousands of staff. Those judges had jurisdiction over a wide array of matters; between 1960 and 1990, Congress created more than 450 new causes of action.

The funds reflect success in attracting a wide range of users eager for services. In 1901, some 30,000 cases were brought before the federal courts; in 2001, ten times as many cases were filed. At the twentieth century’s beginning, the majority of cases were criminal filings by the federal government; by the end of the twentieth century, civil cases dominated the docket. The federal courts now handle 350,000 to 400,000 civil and criminal filings annually, and a million-plus bankruptcy petitions. Figure 1 maps that expansion by charting the number of federal court filings over the past hundred years.

To support that expansion, the United States judiciary budget grew from $145...
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million (under one-tenth of 1 percent of the federal budget) in 1971 to $5.7 billion (two-tenths of 1 percent) in 2005. During that interval, court staff doubled from about 15,000 to more than 30,000. In light of recent cuts to government budgets, the federal judiciary has scaled back slightly, but it continues to garner funds close to earlier allocations – about $6.6 billion in 2013, with requests for $7.04 billion in 2014.

State courts provide vastly more services and do so with fewer resources (measured by judges’ salaries, caseloads, and support staff) than the federal bench does. State legislatures allocate between 0.5 and 3 percent of their budgets to courts, and most state judiciaries report serious shortfalls. The economic challenges stem from the volume; more than forty million civil and criminal cases (and another fifty million if one counts traffic, juvenile, and family cases) are filed annually in state courts. Figure 2 – a chart offering a comparison of filings in state and federal courts in 2010 – provides a snapshot.

Democracy has not only changed adjudication, it has challenged it profoundly. The responses by some, as exemplified in this volume by Judges Jonathan Lippman and Robert Katzmann, sitting respectively in the state and federal courts, are to find new ways to expand legal services so as to make good on promises of open and accessible courts. Other initiatives aim not to supply lawyers but help self-represented litigants manage themselves, in part through new technologies and simplified procedures. Further, courts are expanding their repertoire through “problem solving courts” – such as “drug courts,” “re-entry courts,” “juvenile courts,” and “mental health courts” – as well as through

Figure 2
Comparing the Volume of Filings: State and Federal Courts, 2010
targeted programs, such as “business courts,” with specialized and experienced judges, aiming to appeal to commercial disputants.44

Courts were, in short, a growth industry during the twentieth century, welcoming private and public enforcement of government regulations. But concern about volume, coupled with criticism of such regulatory efforts, has produced other initiatives, focused not on enhancing access to courts but on routing disputants away from courts and toward alternatives.

Three techniques—all of which are privatizing process and becoming legally entrenched through legislation, court rules, and judicial doctrines—mark this new landscape. The first technique is the reconfiguration of procedures in courts to change the role of the judge from public adjudicator to private manager. Revised federal rules encourage judges to try to convince lawyers and litigants to settle, rather than to litigate, cases that have been filed. The developments in the United States have parallels elsewhere, as “multi-tasking judges” have become the byword in many jurisdictions.45 England was once the model for capacious legal aid and for a variety of administrative or tribunal adjudications enabling multiple “paths to justice.”46 But in the 1990s, England and Wales promulgated revamped litigation “protocols” aiming to promote settlements.47 In 2010, the English government mounted a campaign against what it termed “unnecessary” litigation and pushed to close courthouses, cut back legal aid, and reduce tribunals’ work.48

A second mode of ADR is the devolution of adjudication from courts to administrative agencies. In 2008, four times more judges (often called hearing officers or administrative judges) sat in federal agencies than in federal courts. These administrative judges rendered tens of thousands of decisions in disputes, such as claims brought by recipients of government benefits, veterans, employees, and immigrants.49 Because agencies have modeled their decision-making processes after those of courts, this evolution has, in some respects, served to increase the domain of adjudication. Yet, unlike judges sitting in courts, administrative judges have less independence, because Congress and the executive branch may seek to affect their decision-making. Further, and again unlike court-based judges, administrative judges work at sites that are often inaccessible to outsiders; hence the public can neither provide a buffer against interference nor evaluate the processes and outcomes.

A third ADR method is outsourcing—sending disputants to the private sector. Illustrative of these obligations is Figure 3, my own cell phone “contract.” The fine print obliges me to waive rights to court and to class actions, whether in court or in arbitration. Claims may only be brought against the service provider individually, and exclusively through a private arbitration process designated by the provider (run, in this instance, by the American Arbitration Association).

Because it is a bad graphic, readers may well be frustrated by the poor visual quality of this document. Yet graphically, it makes the point perfectly. Reading it, thinking about its terms, and trying to negotiate it are a waste of time. The illegibility is economical because the provisions are “take it or leave it” boilerplate, avoided only by not buying that phone service. Calling this document a “contract” is thus a misnomer, for it is neither bargained for nor subject to bargaining.50 In some polities, such a one-sided imposition of terms prohibiting claimants from using courts before any dispute arose would be unenforceable, as it once was in the United States.51

Indeed, in 2005, the California Supreme Court, like many other state judiciaries,
concluded that class action waivers were “unconscionable” because in “a consumer contract of adhesion [when] disputes involve small amounts of damages . . . the waiver becomes in practice the exemption of the party ‘from responsibility for its own fraud.’”52 But in 2011, in *AT&T v. Concepcion*, a bare majority of the United States Supreme Court displaced state law and held that a 1925 federal statute, authorizing enforcement of contract clauses requiring arbitration, was to be interpreted to apply to these materials. Therefore, federal law preempted state laws by requiring consumers to use the arbitration program selected by the cell-phone service and to proceed exclusively by way of single-file (“bilateral”) arbitrations.53 In the same year, in *Wal-Mart v. Dukes*, the Court imposed stringent requirements on class actions; for those individuals not otherwise precluded by arbitration mandates, the Court limited their ability to pool resources by litigating in the aggregate.54

With the devolution of adjudication to agencies, the outsourcing to private providers, and the reconfiguration of court-based processes toward settlement in both civil and criminal cases, the occasions for public observation of and involvement in adjudication are diminishing. In the federal courts of the United States, trial rates have dropped over the last few decades and continue to do so. In 2001, trials began in

---

**Figure 3**

Example of Cellular Phone “Contract”

---

**INDEPENDENT ARBITRATION**

INSTEAD OF SUING IN COURT, YOU’RE AGREEING TO ARBITRATE DISPUTES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS OR PRIOR AGREEMENTS. THIS AGREEMENT INVOLVES COMMERCE AND THE FEDERAL ARBITRATION ACT APPLIES TO IT. ARBITRATION ISN’T THE SAME AS COURT. THE RULES ARE DIFFERENT AND THERE’S NO JUDGE AND JURY. YOU AND WE ARE WAIVING RIGHTS TO PARTICIPATE IN CLASS ACTIONS, INCLUDING PUTATIVE CLASS ACTIONS BORNE BY OTHERS PRIOR TO THIS AGREEMENT, SO READ THIS CAREFULLY. THIS AGREEMENT AFFECTS RIGHTS YOU MIGHT OTHERWISE HAVE IN SUCH ACTIONS THAT ARE CURRENTLY PENDING AGAINST US OR OUR PREDECESSORS IN WHICH YOU MIGHT BE A POTENTIAL CLASS MEMBER. (WE RETAIN OUR RIGHTS TO COMPLAIN TO ANY REGULATORY AGENCY OR COURT) AND YOU AND WE EACH AGREE THAT, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT POSSIBLE PROVIDED BY LAW:

1. **ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, OR TO ANY PRIOR AGREEMENT FOR CELLULAR SERVICE WITH US . . . WILL BE SETTLED BY INDEPENDENT ARBITRATION INVOLVING A NEUTRAL ARBITRATOR AND ADMINISTERED BY THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION (“AAA”) UNDER WIRELESS INDUSTRY ARBITRATION (“WIA”) RULES, AS MODIFIED BY THIS AGREEMENT. WIA RULES AND FEE INFORMATION ARE AVAILABLE FROM US OR THE AAA.

2. **EVEN IF APPLICABLE LAW PERMITS CLASS ACTIONS OR CLASS ARBITRATIONS, YOU WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO PURSUE ON A CLASS BASIS ANY SUCH CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM AGAINST US . . . AND WE WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO PURSUE ON A CLASS BASIS ANY SUCH CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM AGAINST YOU . . .

3. **No arbitrator has authority to award relief in excess of what this agreement provides, or to order consolidation or class arbitration, except that an arbitrator deciding a classwide issue of law or fact may grant, as much substantive relief on a classwide basis as such prior agreement would permit. NO MATTER WHAT ELSE THIS AGREEMENT SAYS, IT DOESN’T AFFECT THE SUBSTANCE OR AMOUNT OF ANY CLAIM YOU MAY HAVE AGAINST US OR ANY OF OUR AFFILIATES OR PREDCESSORS IN INTEREST PRIOR TO THIS AGREEMENT. THIS AGREEMENT JUST RELIEVES YOU TO ARBITRATE SUCH CLAIMS ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. In arbitrations, the arbitrator must give effect to applicable statutes of limitations and will decide whether an issue is arbitrable or not. In a Large/Complex Case arbitration, the arbitrator must also apply the Federal Rules of Evidence and the losing party may have the award reviewed by a panel of 3 arbitrators.

4. **IF FOR SOME REASON THESE ARBITRATION REQUIREMENTS DON’T APPLY, YOU AND WE EACH WAIVE, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, ANY TRIAL BY JURY. A JUDGE WILL DECIDE ANY DISPUTE INSTEAD.

5. **NO MATTER WHAT ELSE THIS AGREEMENT SAYS, IT DOESN’T APPLY TO OR AFFECT THE RIGHTS IN A CERTIFIED CLASS ACTION OF A MEMBER OF A CERTIFIED CLASS WHO FIRST RECEIVES THIS AGREEMENT AFTER HIS CLASS HAS BEEN CERTIFIED, OR THE RIGHTS IN AN ACTION OF A NAMED PLAINTIFF, ALTHOUGH IT DOES APPLY TO OTHER ACTIONS, CONTROVERSIES, OR CLAIMS INVOLVING SUCH PERSONS.

---
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only two out of every hundred civil cases filed, and by 2012, that rate had declined to about 1.2 trials out of every hundred.

The parallel on the criminal side is the dominance of plea bargaining: in 2012, 97 percent of the indictments against criminal defendants in federal court ended with pleas. This phenomenon is now encoded in the moniker of the “vanishing trial.”

Modes of conclusion are not the only changes in recent decades. Filings in federal courts have also leveled off, as can be seen in Figure 4, which maps the rate of growth of federal filings from 1975 to 2013. Recall that Figure 1 charted the expansion of the federal judicial system in the twentieth century, as the rising numbers of civil filings supported requests for more funds and new judgeships. In contrast, demand for the services of the federal district court during more recent decades appears to be flattening. That shift makes it more difficult to argue that current funding levels for courts and their staff ought to be maintained or augmented.

The growth of ADR can be understood through different lenses. One account is that it offers a second-best response to systemic overload; although courts are the preferable service, the level of demand requires alternatives, augmenting resources through providing more methods to resolve disputes. Another view is that party-based settlements have become more dominant because the trial-based court system has run its course as a mode of resolution; procedural innovations that require pretrial information exchanges among parties, such as “discovery,” enable disputes to conclude without the need to bring witnesses before either judge or jury.

Yet another understanding of the rise of ADR is that it represents a profound critique of the contemporary litigation system. Court procedures, the costs of lawyers, and the volume of claims have resulted in a justice system seen by some to be overburdened, overreaching, and overly adversarial. Some critics seek a gentler, more user-friendly process, reliant on me-

Figure 4
Growth Rate of Federal Court Filings: 1975 – 2013
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diation in search of compromises. Others complain that the risk of being sued chills productive economic exchanges and useful social interactions. Too-easy access, they charge, sparks unnecessary social conflict. Alternative forms of resolution, they assert, are more accurate, less expensive, and more generative. Energetic enthusiasts coming from different vantage points (and sometimes funded by repeat-player defendants) have successfully lobbied legislatures and argued to judges to mandate moving dispute resolution outside of courts.⁶⁰

One could read these developments as aspirations to manage conflicts through new ways of protecting rights and fashioning remedies. Alternatively, one can describe these reforms as political backlash. To borrow Marc Galanter’s terms, “repeat players” found the glare of open courts and plaintiffs’ successes to be disruptive to business practices and to governance policies; they successfully “played for the rules” by limiting the reach of courts and by constricting access to public adjudication.⁶¹ The success of such efforts can be measured in various ways, such as by analyses of Supreme Court decisions from 1970 to 2010 that demonstrate how many of the Court’s rulings cut off opportunities for individuals to enforce rights.⁶²

The cell phone document reproduced in Figure 3 encodes what is fundamentally wrong with the form of the alternative that it imposes. By precluding class actions and making unavailable aggregation as a means of reducing access barriers for small-value claims, private providers have aborted ex ante (before any dispute arises) the possibility of using judicial and group-based mechanisms for redistributing resources. Further, the provider obliges consumers to use confidential dispute resolution services that limit the ex post effects of any claims that are pursued.⁶³ Other consumers may not know that they too have similarly been harmed. In addition to suppressing claims, closure obliterates the chance for the public to learn about either the rights argued or what transpired.

Gone are Jeremy Bentham’s “auditors” and the potential for his imagined Tribunal of Public Opinion to function, for no one can evaluate the exchanges between the decision-makers and the disputants. Lost are opportunities to assess whether procedures and decision-makers are fair; how resources affect outcomes; whether similarly situated litigants are treated comparably; and why one would want to get into (or avoid) court. Instead, a private transaction has been substituted and, unlike in public adjudication, control over the meaning of the claims made and the judgments rendered rests with the corporate provider of the service.

Those put at risk by these doctrinal and statutory developments are not only the claimants, who had hoped to use courts to argue about their rights, but also judges and courts themselves. The leadership of both federal and state courts are outspoken in their concerns that funding for court budgets and judicial salaries is inadequate.⁶⁴ As the Chief Justice of the United States reported at the end of 2013, federal court staffing was down to its lowest level since 1997, defense lawyers’ funding had been reduced, and expansion of courthouse facilities had halted. Yet the ability to argue for more support is undercut when ADR is promoted to be better than what courts can provide.

Indeed, because courts now have competitors, litigants with resources may choose private providers whom they pay directly for their services. Concern about losing business can be seen in a statute enacted by the Delaware legislature, which, in 2009, aimed to maintain its “preeminence” in corporate dispute resolution by offering private access to Delaware’s Chancery Court.⁶⁵ The legislature crafted a
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new procedural option, available only if at least one disputant was registered as a corporation in the state, if none were consumers, and if the amount at stake was a million dollars or more. Disputants could then pay a $12,000 filing fee and $6,000 per day thereafter to purchase decision-making by the state’s Chancery Court judges, sitting in their courthouses. These sums are larger than what ordinary litigants pay in the United States but, given that some private arbitrators charge higher daily fees, the Delaware system was, from some perspectives, a bargain.

What those sums also purchased was confidentiality, because the courthouse doors were closed to the public. Filings were not on the public docketing system and hearings were private. Yet the decisions rendered were enforceable as judgments and subject to review by the Delaware Supreme Court, which had not, as of 2013, provided rules about whether appeals would be confidential.

A group called the Delaware Coalition for Open Government, including civic and media entities, argued that Delaware’s legislation violated the public’s First Amendment right to observe court procedures. After a federal district judge agreed, Delaware’s Chancery Court judges appealed and lost again; in 2013, a federal appellate court ruled, over a dissent, that “Delaware’s government-sponsored arbitration” could not be held in a courthouse and yet be closed to the public.66

Among the high volume of filings, the demand for more services, and a spate of new architecturally important courthouses, the diminution of the aegis of adjudication and the incursions on courts’ authority could be missed. But the turn toward alternatives puts new courthouses – built in cutting-edge contemporary designs and often garbed in glass to denote transparency – at risk of being anachronistic or, as Delaware exemplifies, accessible only by a rarefied few.

Michel Foucault famously described how nineteenth-century governing powers, eager to maintain control, moved punishment practices from public streets into closed prisons.67 Today, much of adjudication is being removed from public view, rendering the exercise and consequences of public and private power harder to ascertain. This movement away from public adjudication is a problem for democracies because adjudication has important contributions to make to democracy. Now-classic explanations for adjudication’s utilities come from Jeremy Bentham, who described courts as “schools” whose educative function was rooted in the disciplinary power imposed through the principle of publicity.68

More recent theorists have identified other attributes of adjudication – that access to litigation gives individuals opportunities for participation and for efficacy,69 and that procedural due process aims to ensure that government decision-making treats similarly situated claimants equally and recognizes their dignity.70 Exploring what process is “due,” the Supreme Court has focused on accuracy as well as on “fairness” to ensure that each side has an opportunity to be heard.71 Further, as Dennis Curtis and I have detailed, public exchanges among disputants, governments, and third parties make plain that norms develop through iterative applications – that rights are not fixed ex ante, but are shaped through such exchanges.72 Public courts demonstrate government commitments to forms of self-restraint and explanation, to the equality of all persons, and to transparent exercises of authority in the face of conflicting claims of right.

Eighteenth-century constitutional commitments guaranteeing rights-to-remedies were shaped when members of the prop-
ertied classes were the prototypical litigants and governments’ criminal justice systems were nascent. Twentieth-century egalitarian norms expanded the imagination of what justice could produce. In many respects, courts and legislatures are only beginning to grapple with the challenges posed by the surge in criminal filings and by courts’ own successes in attracting users. One way to read the many judicial and legislative decisions on court access and substantive rights is as a sprawling, many-decade debate, across and within jurisdictions, about what forms of subsidies to provide and how to allocate and ration services.

The last few decades have been dominated by voices— including many within the judiciary— declaring that public trials have outlived their usefulness and that the better course is to settle disputes. These claims are part of an intense conflict in the United States (and elsewhere) about regulation and privatization. As I have shown, courts are a form of government provision that can reallocate power and enable economically marginal individuals to gain rights. Courts have profound redistributive effects as arenas in which the state has tried to mitigate inequalities under the banner of due process, embroidered with equality commitments that “everyone” is a rights-holder.

Even if one is supportive of less government in other arenas, distinctive arguments remain for robust public funding for and regulation of courts. Governments need the infrastructure that courts provide; markets rely on the ability to enforce substantive entitlements; and democracies need the opportunities for public, multi-party interactions that adjudication entails. Courts are one way to link individuals, entities, groups, and government in a common quest for the much-contested content of justice. The diminution of opportunities to use open courts impoverishes the status of individuals and the effectiveness of government.
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